COME AND REST

ចូរមក&'ីយឈប់សំរក

Selected Scriptures / Pastor Chamron Phal / Sunday, 07-29-18

បទគម្ីរជ)**ីស/ ,*ាក/*0 ផល ចំ5*ីន / អទិត*: ០៧-២៩-១៨
៣១

៉

$%ះ'%ស៊ូវមនបន្0ល23%ថ ចូរអ្ករល់គ=%មកឯទីសC%ត់EយG%ក
នឹងឈប់សំរកបន្ិចសិន ៉ (មB*កុស ៦ៈ៣១)

G*តុអ្ីបនជL*ីងN*0វករមកឯR*ះL*ស៊ូវV*ីម*Wីឈប់សំរក? មកឯR*ះL*ស៊ូវជួយៈ
១˘

(យូ៉ហន ១៥ៈ៤; ទំនុកដំh*ីង ២៣ៈ៣)

បណ^_ះទំនក់ទំនងL*ីងនឹងR*ះអមb*ស់
៤

៉ ចូរOជប់នឹងខ្Sំ T%ីយខ្Sំជប់នឹងអ្ករល់គ=%ចុះ V%ៀបដូចជY្%ង Z%ីមិនO
ជប់នឹងគល់ \ះពំុអចនឹងប_្%ីតផលEយឯកឯងបនc% ដូd្%ះ អ្ករល់គ=%
ក៏ពំុបនf%រ g%ីកh%Oជប់នឹងខ្Sំ -២˘

៣

Why do we need to come to Jesus for rest?
Rest with Jesus helps us:
1. To restore our relationship with Him

(John 15:4; Psalm 23:3)
“4 Abide in Me, and I in you. As the branch cannot bear fruit of itself, unless it abides
in the vine, neither can you, unless you abide in Me.-- 3 He restored my soul.” NIRV

i%ង់j%$%លឹងខ្Sំk%ីងវlញ ៉

2. To refocus our life

(G*l*ីរ ១២ៈ២)

បពb*ងជ
់ ីវjតL*ីងkឯR*ះអមb*ស់

“31 Then Jesus said to his apostles, “Come with me by yourselves to a quiet place.
You need to get some rest.” (Mark 6:31)

២

៉ ទំងរpពឹងq%ីល ដល់$%ះ'%ស៊ូវដ៏ជq%r្%ីម T%ីយជq%សំs%ចt%ចក្ីជំvឿរបស់
'%ីង f%លi%ង់បនរងx%%ំOy%ីឆ{%ង ទំងq%ីលងយចំ}ះt%ចក្ីអម~%ស់ខÄ%ស

(Hebrews 12:2)
“2 We must keep our eyes on Jesus, who leads us and makes our faith complete. He
endured the shame of being nailed to a cross, because he knew that later on he
would be glad he did. Now he is seated at the right side of God’s throne!” CEV

\ះ ឲ%Çh%បនt%ចក្ីអំណរf%លOចំ}ះi%ង់ រួចi%ង់ក៏គង់ខងសÖ%ំបល្័ង្à%$%ះ ៉
៣˘

(r*សយ ៤០ៈ៣១; ទំនុកដំh*ីង ១៨ៈ១)

បm្*ីនកំឡំងL*ង
ី ក្qងR*ះអមb*ស់
៣១

៉

អស់អ្កf%លសង%âឹមដល់$%ះ'%ហូវå% \ះនឹងមនកំឡំងចំs%ីនជនិច្ 3%នឹងT%ីរ

k%ីង2g%ីEយសè%បដូចជឥë%្ី 3%នឹងរត់2ឥតf%លហត់ T%ីយនិងí%ីរឥតf%ល

3. To regain our strength

(Isaiah 40:31; Psalm 18:1)
“31 But those who trust the LORD will find new strength. They will be strong like
eagles soaring upward on wings, they will walk and without getting tired about you.
1 I love you, LORD; You are my strength.” CEV

១

g្%ីយk%ីយ -- ឱ$%ះ'%ហូវå%ដ៏ជំឡំងà%ទូលបង្ំñ%ីយ ទូលបង្ំó%ឡញ់i%ង់ ៉
៤˘

បtu*ះបន្qកL*ីងk,*ីR*ះអមb*ស់
១៩

៉

(ទំនុកដំh*ីង ៦៨ៈ១៩)

សូមឲ%Ç$%ះអមô%ស់បនö%កបEយ$%ះពរ f%លi%ង់ទទួលយកបន្Sក

រល់ៗú្% គឺជ$%ះដ៏ជទីសü%%្ះដល់'%ីងខ្Sំ --

២២

'%ង
ី ខ្Sំ

បណu*លឲ*:L*ីងទុកចិត្,R
*ី *ះអមb*ស់z*១ (២ កូរjនថូស ១ៈ៨-១០)
៨

៉ '%ីងខ្Sំមនបន្Sកយ~%ងធ្ន់¶%ß%ង ហួសពីកំឡង
ំ à%'%ីងខ្Sំ2cៀត ដល់q៉្%ះបន
៩

ជ'%ីងខ្Sំអស់សង%âឹមនឹងOរស់ផង '%ីងខ្Sំក៏មនសន្®%មà%t%ចក្ីសè%ប់ Oក្Sង
ខ្©ន'%ីងខ្Sំf%រ í%ីម%™ីមិនឲ%Ç'%ីងខ្Sំទុកចិត្ដល់ខ្©នk%ីយ គឺទុកចិត្ដល់$%ះ f%លi%ង់
´%%សឲ%Çមនុស%†សè%ប់ បនរស់k%ីងវlញ\ះវlញ

(Psalm 68:19; 55:22)
“19 Give praise to the Lord. Give praise to God our Savior. He carries our heavy
loads day after day. -- 22 Cast your burden on the LORD, and He shall sustain you;
He shall never permit the righteous to be moved.” NKJV” NIRV

ចូរr%្របន្Sករបស់អ្ក 2g%ី$%ះ

'%ហូវå% \ះi%ង់នឹងជួយទប់ទល់អ្ក i%ង់មិន$%មឲ%Çមនុស%†សុចរlត°%¢វរ_្%ីk%ីយ ៉

៥˘

4. To release our burdens on Him

១០

i%ង់បន´%%ស'%ីងខ្Sំឲ%Çរួច ... ៉

5. To rely on Him and Him alone

(2 Corinthians 1:8-10)
“8 My friends, I want you to know what a hard time we had in Asia. Our sufferings
were so horrible and so unbearable that death seemed certain. 9 In fact, we felt sure
that we were going to die. But this made us stop trusting in ourselves and start
trusting God, who raises the dead to life. 10 God saved us from the threat of death,
and we are sure that he will do it again and again.” CEV
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បទគម្ីរជ)**ីស/ ,*ាក/*0 ផល ចំ5*ីន / អទិត*: ០៧-២៩-១៨
៣១

៉

$%ះ'%ស៊ូវមនបន្0ល23%ថ ចូរអ្ករល់គ=%មកឯទីសC%ត់EយG%ក
នឹងឈប់សំរកបន្ិចសិន ៉ (មB*កុស ៦ៈ៣១)

G*តុអ្ីបនជL*ីងN*0វករមកឯR*ះL*ស៊ូវV*ីម*Wីឈប់សំរក? មកឯR*ះL*ស៊ូវជួយៈ
១˘

__ប_________ ទំនក់ទំនងL*ីងនឹងR*ះអមb*ស់ (យូ៉ហន ១៥ៈ៤; ទំនុកដំh*ីង ២៣ៈ៣)
៤

៉ ចូរOជប់នឹងខ្Sំ T%ីយខ្Sំជប់នឹងអ្ករល់គ=%ចុះ V%ៀបដូចជY្%ង Z%ីមិនO
ជប់នឹងគល់ \ះពំុអចនឹងប_្%ីតផលEយឯកឯងបនc% ដូd្%ះ អ្ករល់គ=%
ក៏ពំុបនf%រ g%ីកh%Oជប់នឹងខ្Sំ -២˘

៣

“31 Then Jesus said to his apostles, “Come with me by yourselves to a quiet place.
You need to get some rest.” (Mark 6:31)

Why do we need to come to Jesus for rest?
Rest with Jesus helps us:
1. To restore our relationship with Him

(John 15:4; Psalm 23:3)
“4 Abide in Me, and I in you. As the branch cannot bear fruit of itself, unless it abides
in the vine, neither can you, unless you abide in Me.-- 3 He restored my soul.” NIRV

i%ង់j%$%លឹងខ្Sំk%ីងវlញ ៉

__ប_________ ជីវjតL*ីងkឯR*ះអមb*ស់

2. To refocus our life on Him

(G*l*ីរ ១២ៈ២)

២

៉ ទំងរpពឹងq%ីល ដល់$%ះ'%ស៊ូវដ៏ជq%r្%ីម T%ីយជq%សំs%ចt%ចក្ីជំvឿរបស់
'%ីង f%លi%ង់បនរងx%%ំOy%ីឆ{%ង ទំងq%ីលងយចំ}ះt%ចក្ីអម~%ស់ខÄ%ស

(Hebrews 12:2)
“2 We must keep our eyes on Jesus, who leads us and makes our faith complete. He
endured the shame of being nailed to a cross, because he knew that later on he
would be glad he did. Now he is seated at the right side of God’s throne!” CEV

\ះ ឲ%Çh%បនt%ចក្ីអំណរf%លOចំ}ះi%ង់ រួចi%ង់ក៏គង់ខងសÖ%ំបល្័ង្à%$%ះ ៉
៣˘

ី ក្qងR*ះអមb*ស់
__ប_________ កំឡំងL*ង
៣១

៉

(r*សយ ៤០ៈ៣១; ទំនុកដំh*ីង ១៨ៈ១)

អស់អ្កf%លសង%âឹមដល់$%ះ'%ហូវå% \ះនឹងមនកំឡំងចំs%ីនជនិច្ 3%នឹងT%ីរ

k%ីង2g%ីEយសè%បដូចជឥë%្ី 3%នឹងរត់2ឥតf%លហត់ T%ីយនិងí%ីរឥតf%ល

3. To regain our strength in Him

(Isaiah 40:31; Psalm 18:1)
“31 But those who trust the LORD will find new strength. They will be strong like
eagles soaring upward on wings, they will walk and without getting tired about you.
1 I love you, LORD; You are my strength.” CEV

១

g្%ីយk%ីយ -- ឱ$%ះ'%ហូវå%ដ៏ជំឡំងà%ទូលបង្ំñ%ីយ ទូលបង្ំó%ឡញ់i%ង់ ៉
៤˘

(ទំនុកដំh*ីង ៦៨ៈ១៩)

__ប_________ បន្qកL*ីងk,*ីR*ះអមb*ស់
១៩

៉

សូមឲ%Ç$%ះអមô%ស់បនö%កបEយ$%ះពរ f%លi%ង់ទទួលយកបន្Sក

រល់ៗú្% គឺជ$%ះដ៏ជទីសü%%្ះដល់'%ីងខ្Sំ --

២២

'%ង
ី ខ្Sំ

*ី *ះអមb*ស់z*១ (២ កូរjនថូស ១ៈ៨-១០)
__ប_________ ឲ*:L*ីងទុកចិត្,R
៨

៉ '%ីងខ្Sំមនបន្Sកយ~%ងធ្ន់¶%ß%ង ហួសពីកំឡង
ំ à%'%ីងខ្Sំ2cៀត ដល់q៉្%ះបន
៩

ជ'%ីងខ្Sំអស់សង%âឹមនឹងOរស់ផង '%ីងខ្Sំក៏មនសន្®%មà%t%ចក្ីសè%ប់ Oក្Sង
ខ្©ន'%ីងខ្Sំf%រ í%ីម%™ីមិនឲ%Ç'%ីងខ្Sំទុកចិត្ដល់ខ្©នk%ីយ គឺទុកចិត្ដល់$%ះ f%លi%ង់
´%%សឲ%Çមនុស%†សè%ប់ បនរស់k%ីងវlញ\ះវlញ

(Psalm 68:19; 55:22)
“19 Give praise to the Lord. Give praise to God our Savior. He carries our heavy
loads day after day. -- 22 Cast your burden on the LORD, and He shall sustain you;
He shall never permit the righteous to be moved.” NKJV” NIRV

ចូរr%្របន្Sករបស់អ្ក 2g%ី$%ះ

'%ហូវå% \ះi%ង់នឹងជួយទប់ទល់អ្ក i%ង់មិន$%មឲ%Çមនុស%†សុចរlត°%¢វរ_្%ីk%ីយ ៉

៥˘

4. To release our burdens on Him

១០

i%ង់បន´%%ស'%ីងខ្Sំឲ%Çរួច ... ៉

5. To rely on Him alone

(2 Corinthians 1:8-10)
“8 My friends, I want you to know what a hard time we had in Asia. Our sufferings
were so horrible and so unbearable that death seemed certain. 9 In fact, we felt sure
that we were going to die. But this made us stop trusting in ourselves and start
trusting God, who raises the dead to life. 10 God saved us from the threat of death,
and we are sure that he will do it again and again.” CEV
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បទគម្ីរជ)**ីស/ ,*ាក/*0 ផល ចំ5*ីន / អទិត*: ០៧-២៩-១៨
៣១

៉

$%ះ'%ស៊ូវមនបន្0ល23%ថ ចូរអ្ករល់គ=%មកឯទីសC%ត់EយG%ក
នឹងឈប់សំរកបន្ិចសិន ៉ (មB*កុស ៦ៈ៣១)

G*តុអ្ីបនជL*ីងN*0វករមកឯR*ះL*ស៊ូវV*ីម*Wីឈប់សំរក? មកឯR*ះL*ស៊ូវជួយៈ
១˘

(យូ៉ហន ១៥ៈ៤; ទំនុកដំh*ីង ២៣ៈ៣)

បណ^_ះទំនក់ទំនងL*ីងនឹងR*ះអមb*ស់
៤

៉ ចូរOជប់នឹងខ្Sំ T%ីយខ្Sំជប់នឹងអ្ករល់គ=%ចុះ V%ៀបដូចជY្%ង Z%ីមិនO
ជប់នឹងគល់ \ះពំុអចនឹងប_្%ីតផលEយឯកឯងបនc% ដូd្%ះ អ្ករល់គ=%
ក៏ពំុបនf%រ g%ីកh%Oជប់នឹងខ្Sំ -២˘

៣

Why do we need to come to Jesus for rest?
Rest with Jesus helps us:
1. To restore our relationship with Him

(John 15:4; Psalm 23:3)
“4 Abide in Me, and I in you. As the branch cannot bear fruit of itself, unless it abides
in the vine, neither can you, unless you abide in Me.-- 3 He restored my soul.” NIRV

i%ង់j%$%លឹងខ្Sំk%ីងវlញ ៉

2. To refocus our life

(G*l*ីរ ១២ៈ២)

បពb*ងជ
់ ីវjតL*ីងkឯR*ះអមb*ស់

“31 Then Jesus said to his apostles, “Come with me by yourselves to a quiet place.
You need to get some rest.” (Mark 6:31)

២

៉ ទំងរpពឹងq%ីល ដល់$%ះ'%ស៊ូវដ៏ជq%r្%ីម T%ីយជq%សំs%ចt%ចក្ីជំvឿរបស់
'%ីង f%លi%ង់បនរងx%%ំOy%ីឆ{%ង ទំងq%ីលងយចំ}ះt%ចក្ីអម~%ស់ខÄ%ស

(Hebrews 12:2)
“2 We must keep our eyes on Jesus, who leads us and makes our faith complete. He
endured the shame of being nailed to a cross, because he knew that later on he
would be glad he did. Now he is seated at the right side of God’s throne!” CEV

\ះ ឲ%Çh%បនt%ចក្ីអំណរf%លOចំ}ះi%ង់ រួចi%ង់ក៏គង់ខងសÖ%ំបល្័ង្à%$%ះ ៉
៣˘

(r*សយ ៤០ៈ៣១; ទំនុកដំh*ីង ១៨ៈ១)

បm្*ីនកំឡំងL*ង
ី ក្qងR*ះអមb*ស់
៣១

៉

អស់អ្កf%លសង%âឹមដល់$%ះ'%ហូវå% \ះនឹងមនកំឡំងចំs%ីនជនិច្ 3%នឹងT%ីរ

k%ីង2g%ីEយសè%បដូចជឥë%្ី 3%នឹងរត់2ឥតf%លហត់ T%ីយនិងí%ីរឥតf%ល

3. To regain our strength

(Isaiah 40:31; Psalm 18:1)
“31 But those who trust the LORD will find new strength. They will be strong like
eagles soaring upward on wings, they will walk and without getting tired about you.
1 I love you, LORD; You are my strength.” CEV

១

g្%ីយk%ីយ -- ឱ$%ះ'%ហូវå%ដ៏ជំឡំងà%ទូលបង្ំñ%ីយ ទូលបង្ំó%ឡញ់i%ង់ ៉
៤˘

បtu*ះបន្qកL*ីងk,*ីR*ះអមb*ស់
១៩

៉

(ទំនុកដំh*ីង ៦៨ៈ១៩)

សូមឲ%Ç$%ះអមô%ស់បនö%កបEយ$%ះពរ f%លi%ង់ទទួលយកបន្Sក

រល់ៗú្% គឺជ$%ះដ៏ជទីសü%%្ះដល់'%ីងខ្Sំ --

២២

'%ង
ី ខ្Sំ

បណu*លឲ*:L*ីងទុកចិត្,R
*ី *ះអមb*ស់z*១ (២ កូរjនថូស ១ៈ៨-១០)
៨

៉ '%ីងខ្Sំមនបន្Sកយ~%ងធ្ន់¶%ß%ង ហួសពីកំឡង
ំ à%'%ីងខ្Sំ2cៀត ដល់q៉្%ះបន
៩

ជ'%ីងខ្Sំអស់សង%âឹមនឹងOរស់ផង '%ីងខ្Sំក៏មនសន្®%មà%t%ចក្ីសè%ប់ Oក្Sង
ខ្©ន'%ីងខ្Sំf%រ í%ីម%™ីមិនឲ%Ç'%ីងខ្Sំទុកចិត្ដល់ខ្©នk%ីយ គឺទុកចិត្ដល់$%ះ f%លi%ង់
´%%សឲ%Çមនុស%†សè%ប់ បនរស់k%ីងវlញ\ះវlញ

(Psalm 68:19; 55:22)
“19 Give praise to the Lord. Give praise to God our Savior. He carries our heavy
loads day after day. -- 22 Cast your burden on the LORD, and He shall sustain you;
He shall never permit the righteous to be moved.” NKJV” NIRV

ចូរr%្របន្Sករបស់អ្ក 2g%ី$%ះ

'%ហូវå% \ះi%ង់នឹងជួយទប់ទល់អ្ក i%ង់មិន$%មឲ%Çមនុស%†សុចរlត°%¢វរ_្%ីk%ីយ ៉

៥˘

4. To release our burdens on Him

១០

i%ង់បន´%%ស'%ីងខ្Sំឲ%Çរួច ... ៉

5. To rely on Him and Him alone

(2 Corinthians 1:8-10)
“8 My friends, I want you to know what a hard time we had in Asia. Our sufferings
were so horrible and so unbearable that death seemed certain. 9 In fact, we felt sure
that we were going to die. But this made us stop trusting in ourselves and start
trusting God, who raises the dead to life. 10 God saved us from the threat of death,
and we are sure that he will do it again and again.” CEV

COME AND REST

ចូរមក&'ីយឈប់សំរក

Selected Scriptures / Pastor Chamron Phal / Sunday, 07-29-18

បទគម្ីរជ)**ីស/ ,*ាក/*0 ផល ចំ5*ីន / អទិត*: ០៧-២៩-១៨
៣១

៉

$%ះ'%ស៊ូវមនបន្0ល23%ថ ចូរអ្ករល់គ=%មកឯទីសC%ត់EយG%ក
នឹងឈប់សំរកបន្ិចសិន ៉ (មB*កុស ៦ៈ៣១)

G*តុអ្ីបនជL*ីងN*0វករមកឯR*ះL*ស៊ូវV*ីម*Wីឈប់សំរក? មកឯR*ះL*ស៊ូវជួយៈ
១˘

__ប_________ ទំនក់ទំនងL*ីងនឹងR*ះអមb*ស់ (យូ៉ហន ១៥ៈ៤; ទំនុកដំh*ីង ២៣ៈ៣)
៤

៉ ចូរOជប់នឹងខ្Sំ T%ីយខ្Sំជប់នឹងអ្ករល់គ=%ចុះ V%ៀបដូចជY្%ង Z%ីមិនO
ជប់នឹងគល់ \ះពំុអចនឹងប_្%ីតផលEយឯកឯងបនc% ដូd្%ះ អ្ករល់គ=%
ក៏ពំុបនf%រ g%ីកh%Oជប់នឹងខ្Sំ -២˘

៣

“31 Then Jesus said to his apostles, “Come with me by yourselves to a quiet place.
You need to get some rest.” (Mark 6:31)

Why do we need to come to Jesus for rest?
Rest with Jesus helps us:
1. To restore our relationship with Him

(John 15:4; Psalm 23:3)
“4 Abide in Me, and I in you. As the branch cannot bear fruit of itself, unless it abides
in the vine, neither can you, unless you abide in Me.-- 3 He restored my soul.” NIRV

i%ង់j%$%លឹងខ្Sំk%ីងវlញ ៉

__ប_________ ជីវjតL*ីងkឯR*ះអមb*ស់

2. To refocus our life on Him

(G*l*ីរ ១២ៈ២)

២

៉ ទំងរpពឹងq%ីល ដល់$%ះ'%ស៊ូវដ៏ជq%r្%ីម T%ីយជq%សំs%ចt%ចក្ីជំvឿរបស់
'%ីង f%លi%ង់បនរងx%%ំOy%ីឆ{%ង ទំងq%ីលងយចំ}ះt%ចក្ីអម~%ស់ខÄ%ស

(Hebrews 12:2)
“2 We must keep our eyes on Jesus, who leads us and makes our faith complete. He
endured the shame of being nailed to a cross, because he knew that later on he
would be glad he did. Now he is seated at the right side of God’s throne!” CEV

\ះ ឲ%Çh%បនt%ចក្ីអំណរf%លOចំ}ះi%ង់ រួចi%ង់ក៏គង់ខងសÖ%ំបល្័ង្à%$%ះ ៉
៣˘

ី ក្qងR*ះអមb*ស់
__ប_________ កំឡំងL*ង
៣១

៉

(r*សយ ៤០ៈ៣១; ទំនុកដំh*ីង ១៨ៈ១)

អស់អ្កf%លសង%âឹមដល់$%ះ'%ហូវå% \ះនឹងមនកំឡំងចំs%ីនជនិច្ 3%នឹងT%ីរ

k%ីង2g%ីEយសè%បដូចជឥë%្ី 3%នឹងរត់2ឥតf%លហត់ T%ីយនិងí%ីរឥតf%ល

3. To regain our strength in Him

(Isaiah 40:31; Psalm 18:1)
“31 But those who trust the LORD will find new strength. They will be strong like
eagles soaring upward on wings, they will walk and without getting tired about you.
1 I love you, LORD; You are my strength.” CEV

១

g្%ីយk%ីយ -- ឱ$%ះ'%ហូវå%ដ៏ជំឡំងà%ទូលបង្ំñ%ីយ ទូលបង្ំó%ឡញ់i%ង់ ៉
៤˘

(ទំនុកដំh*ីង ៦៨ៈ១៩)

__ប_________ បន្qកL*ីងk,*ីR*ះអមb*ស់
១៩

៉

សូមឲ%Ç$%ះអមô%ស់បនö%កបEយ$%ះពរ f%លi%ង់ទទួលយកបន្Sក

រល់ៗú្% គឺជ$%ះដ៏ជទីសü%%្ះដល់'%ីងខ្Sំ --

២២

'%ង
ី ខ្Sំ

*ី *ះអមb*ស់z*១ (២ កូរjនថូស ១ៈ៨-១០)
__ប_________ ឲ*:L*ីងទុកចិត្,R
៨

៉ '%ីងខ្Sំមនបន្Sកយ~%ងធ្ន់¶%ß%ង ហួសពីកំឡង
ំ à%'%ីងខ្Sំ2cៀត ដល់q៉្%ះបន
៩

ជ'%ីងខ្Sំអស់សង%âឹមនឹងOរស់ផង '%ីងខ្Sំក៏មនសន្®%មà%t%ចក្ីសè%ប់ Oក្Sង
ខ្©ន'%ីងខ្Sំf%រ í%ីម%™ីមិនឲ%Ç'%ីងខ្Sំទុកចិត្ដល់ខ្©នk%ីយ គឺទុកចិត្ដល់$%ះ f%លi%ង់
´%%សឲ%Çមនុស%†សè%ប់ បនរស់k%ីងវlញ\ះវlញ

(Psalm 68:19; 55:22)
“19 Give praise to the Lord. Give praise to God our Savior. He carries our heavy
loads day after day. -- 22 Cast your burden on the LORD, and He shall sustain you;
He shall never permit the righteous to be moved.” NKJV” NIRV

ចូរr%្របន្Sករបស់អ្ក 2g%ី$%ះ

'%ហូវå% \ះi%ង់នឹងជួយទប់ទល់អ្ក i%ង់មិន$%មឲ%Çមនុស%†សុចរlត°%¢វរ_្%ីk%ីយ ៉

៥˘

4. To release our burdens on Him

១០

i%ង់បន´%%ស'%ីងខ្Sំឲ%Çរួច ... ៉

5. To rely on Him alone

(2 Corinthians 1:8-10)
“8 My friends, I want you to know what a hard time we had in Asia. Our sufferings
were so horrible and so unbearable that death seemed certain. 9 In fact, we felt sure
that we were going to die. But this made us stop trusting in ourselves and start
trusting God, who raises the dead to life. 10 God saved us from the threat of death,
and we are sure that he will do it again and again.” CEV

